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Trondheim kommune (Trondheim Municipality)is lowering the water pressure in your area
(i.e. parts of Heimdal and Tiller).
We are working on a project to reduce water loss through water leakage, and to replace and
optimize water distribution pipes in parts of Heimdal and Tiller this autumn.. This will involve
lowering the water pressure slightly in the affected areas permanently. We are investing about 8
million Norwegian kroner in the existing water distribution system infrastructure, so that water
consumers and the fire department will get adequate supply of water, at a slightly lower pressure.
Why are we doing this?
1. System Upgrade. The water distribution infrastructure in the project areas has suffered
significant deterioration over the several years of use, and urgently needs to be upgraded.
Water leakage from distribution pipes can cause severe damages to roads, buildings and
other critical underground infrastructure. Another problem that a leaking pipe can cause,
which we want to avoid with this upgrade, is that abrupt water pressure drops from a leaking
distribution pipe can allow contaminated water back into distribution pipe, which may cause
consumers to fall sick on drinking the water. .
2. Economy. By slightly lowering the water pressure, we significantly reduce the loss of water
in the pipes, and thus minimize the cost of producing drinking - water. We are also
replacing and refurbishing - the water distribution pipes because we want to be able to
distribute water in a more efficient and economical way.
What will this mean for - you?
You are probably unlikely to notice any changes at all when the project is completed.
That said, if you have a pressure reduction valve installed, you may - have to do some operational
changes as far as its set points are concerned. You can read more about this on Trondheim
kommune’s website at: www.trondheim.kommune.no/vann. Information on the project is also
available at this website.
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Two days before we lower the pressure, you will receive - a text message from Trondheim
kommune. You can check if you are registered with the correct -phone number at
www.servicevarsling.no to make sure that you receive the message.
Do not hesitate to contact Trondheim bydrift, Vann og Avløp (Trondheim Engineering Services
Operations Division, Water and Wastewater Department) on email
kundeservice.bydrift@trondheim.kommune.no or phone 72 54 64 47, if you have any questions.
Trondheim bydrift is available on Facebook and Twitter.
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